Guess the Breed: KEY

1. Briard
   © Briard Rescue and Haven, “Griff”

2. Black Russian
   © Kennel Zorno, Finland, “Tretjak”

3. Bouvier
   © Second Chance Bouvier Rescue, “Buddy”

4. Bouvier
   © Second Chance Bouvier Rescue, “Ashley”

5. Giant
   © Schnauzer Rescue of the Carolinas

6. Bouvier
   © Second Chance Bouvier Rescue, “Cody”

7. Giant
   © Schnauzer Rescue of the Carolinas

8. Bouvier
   See #3 (same dog)

9. Black Russian
   © BRTCA, “Pascha”

10. Giant
    © Schnauzer Rescue of the Carolinas

11. Briards
    © Briard Rescue & Haven, “Lilly” & “Oliver”

12. Black Russian
    © Kennel Zorno, Finland, “Annushka”

13. Black Russian
    © BRTCA Rescue, “Duncan”

14. Briard
    © Briard Rescue & Haven, “Louis”

15. Bouvier
    © Ziebelackerhof Kennel, Switzerland, “Fancy”

16. Briard
    © Briard Haven & Rescue, “Andy”

17. Giant
    Lisa Rodier-Yun, “Derby”